
FEATURES

DELUXE SEAT

Designed for more comfort, the deluxe suspension seat with 
arm rests will keep you comfortable even after long hours of 
operation.

3-SPEED RANGES

For increased efficiency. Low gear provides maximum power, medium is ideal for 
general use and high gear delivers faster transport speeds.

TELESCOPIC STABILIZERS
This feature (on the B2910 only) is ideal for attaching 3-point mounted implements. It 
makes pin-up fast and easy.

METAL LEVEL GUIDES/FENDERS

For better strength and durability. Ideal for commercial users.

TIRE OPTIONS

Industrial R4, farm-type R1 and R3 turf tires provide the right choice for the right
applications.

FULLL FLAT DECK
Our full-floating ISO-mounted flat deck gives you ample leg room, for 
easier mounting and dismounting. Additionally, it substantially reduces 
vibration and driver fatigue through the use of rubber mounts. A full-
rubber floor mat and rubber-padded pedals are standard.



FEATURES

HYDRAULIC PUMP

Dual hydraulic pumps boost hydraulic power to levels of 
larger tractors.  Implement performance is precise and 
smooth. You'll also experience smooth, effortless power 
steering performance as well.

AIR CLEANER
All B-Series tractors feature a double-element air cleaner, making 
them ideal for long hours in less-than-ideal conditions. The 
engine runs cleaner and stronger. Down time due to maintenance 
is also reduced.

DOUBLE FRAME

Increased strength and stability for loader work and heavy-duty applications.

HIGH-OUTPUT ENGINE

The B2910 and B2710 offer 30HP and 27HP, respectively; the 
highest rated horsepower in their class.

LONG WHEEL BASE/WIDE TREADS

You get greater stability and a smoother ride during 
operation.

RATCHET-TYPE, 3-
POINT LIFT ROD
Now you can adjust 
the lift rod without 
tools.

TELESCOPIC 
LOWER-LINK END
Improved for easier 
attachment/detach-
ment of implements.



FEATURES

PARALLEL LINK SEAT SUSPENSION

Provides adjustable weight control for more comfortable ride.

PTO
Both Rear and Mid PTO are standard. Because you can separately 
or simultaneously select both, a variety of implements, including 
the mid-mount mower, can be utilized.

TELESCOPIC TILT STEERING WHEEL

New to B-Series, it allows more comfortable driving position.

3-POINT HITCH CAPACITY

We’ve changed the link ratio and increased power by 28% over 
previous models.

ADJUSTABLE REAR TREAD
Adjusts easily to make the rear tread wider. This provides the 
tractor with greater stability, for a wider range of applications.

CRUISE CONTROL

A simple sliding hand control allows you to easily set your 
speed on the HST. This can prove to be especially convenient 
when spending long hours on the job, or requiring brake  
assisted turns.



FEATURES

ILLUMINATED INSTRUMENT PANEL

The instrument panel is driver-friendly, day or night. The 
fuel and temperature gauges, tachometer, hour meter 
and other indicators are smartly arranged for quick 
reading.

HIGH CLEARANCE
The mower can be raised up to 6.7”, making it easy for the B2410 to travel over curbs 
and property transitions for maximum mobility.

HIGH-PERFORMANCE POWER STEERING

The same high-volume, high-output as our Premier models, for superior maneuverability.

BI-SPEED TURN (B2410HSDB)

Rotates the front wheels at a rate of speed nearly twice that of
the rear wheels, whenever the front wheels exceed a turning 
angle of about 35 degrees. The result is a smoother, tighter 
turn.

HST

A more powerful HST for increased efficiency and more powerful operation. This is the 
simplest and easiest transmission to operate.


